
The Beersheva Experiment 

I n the late 1960s, I recognised 
that the framework of the medi
cal school in Jerusalem where I 

was working fulfilled only part of 
my medical ideology. An academic 
medical centre promotes science, 
educates highly specialised physi
cians but, at the same time, it 
neglects health for all. It immures 
itself in the ivory tower of a 
well-conditioned hospital, medical 
school and laboratories without 
opening a window to the commu
nity, and without sufficient aware
ness of preventive medicine, pri
mary care and the impact of the 
prevailing system of health services 
in the country. 

In 1970, Kupat Holim, the largest 
medical organization in Israel, 
covering 80 per cent of the general 
population, and the young Univer
sity of the Negev in Beersheva were 
both striving to establish a new 
medical school that would procure 
practitioners other than highly 
skilled sub-specialists . Both insti
tutions approached me, as profes
sor of medical education in Jerusa
lem, and asked me to prepare a 
draft for such a school. I have to 
admit that it was rather an easy 
task. I prepared a list of all the 
shortcomings of my highly scientifi
cally oriented medical school in 
Jerusalem, and the reverse of all 
that became the draft programme 
for Beersheva. 

The draft reflects the concept of 
the Beersheva Medical School of 
the Ben-Gurion University of the 
Negev as it was born in my mind. It 
had three major goals . The first, to 
develop an integrated programme 
for delivery of preventive , curative 
and rehabilitative care to the total 
population of the southern region 
(the Negev) . The second, to merge 
this integrated health care system 
with the University's Faculty of 
Health Sciences under a single 
authority (the Dean is the regional 
Director of Health Services). The 
third, to educate, in this new frame
work, a different type of physician 
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whose primary objective would be 
to provide service in an integrated 
hospital/community health care sys
tem. The curriculum is designed to 
reflect these three major institu
tional goals . 

Indeed, the decision to establish 
a fourth medical school in a country 
of about 3,500,000 inhabitants was 
predicated upon the assumption 
that the school's programme of 
studies would be responsive to the 
national needs in health care, and 

that it would play an active role in 
improving the health care system. 

Rarely has a medical school be
come deeply involved in the plan
ning and implementation of all lev
els of health service for an entire 
region. This has been the intent in 
Beersheva which, in the context of 
the Negev, implies involving in the 
educational process not only a ma
jor teaching hospital but all sectors 
of the health promotion and care 
system in the community. 

This draft, written by me in 1970, 
was submitted in 1972 to the Na
tional Council of Higher Education 
for approval. The Council , chaired 
by the Minister of Education and 
Culture, is made up of individuals 
appointed from universities, cul
tural institutions and public life. A 
period of hard lobbying started, 
and it became clear from the outset 
that the representatives of the uni
versities in the Council would 
rather oppose the project while the 
representatives from the public and 
lay people would support it. The 
"battlefield" was broadly opened 
and the struggle began. The best 
surprise was when the chairman 
switched the majority by voting 
himself in support of the project . 

I was nominated as first president 
of the Ben-Gurion University. In 
my acceptance speech, in 1972, I 
declared my readiness to serve 
as president until such time as the 
government would decide about the 
opening of the medical school, be
cause founding the medical school 
was the purpose of my leaving 
Jerusalem and going to Beersheva. 
Thus, inevitably, I was called to ful
fil leadership functions not only in 
academic fields , which were rather 
strange to me -like technology , 
science, humanities-but also the 
administrative and financial respon
sibilities of a university president. 

The positive recommendation of 
the National Council was approved 
unanimously by the government of 
Israel in March 1973 to open the 
medical school in 1974. But, alas, 
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a half a year later, in October, the 
Yom Kippur War started. Since all 
the budgets were frozen, I was 
pressed to delay the opening of the 
medical school at least for a year. I 
felt however that, once delayed, 
and with the kind of "support" we 
had in the academic medical com
munity in Israel, this delay might 
become an indefinite one. My col
leagues and I decided to start the 
school even without special budgets 
and to admit the first class of 30 in 
November 1974. I was elected as 
Founding Dean of the medical 
school and Director of Health Ser
vices for the Negev; in April1975, I 
resigned from my presidency of the 
University. 

For the years to come, I had to 
mobilise all my abilities not only to 
keep the faculty alert to the new 
concepts of the school but also to 
search for highly qualified staff for 
the clinical faculty and for the new
ly organized basic sciences. Assur
ing students' participation has been 
another high-priority task. Since we 
had no funds for the building, the 
school had to spread into any part 
of the hospital or anywhere else 
where medical services were given. 
The slogan of the school became 
"Whoever serves, teaches. Who
ever teaches, serves." Incidentally, 
the medical school today still does 
not have its own building. All that 
was not easy, but it was perma-
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nently full of challenges and quite 
often enjoyable. 

The first class graduated in 1981, 
and since then 300 medical gradu
ates have left the school with a new 
mission of practising medicine with 
new ideas and approaches as taught 
in their medical school. 

The Centre of Health Sciences 
has been designated by WHO as a 
Collaborating Centre for Integrated 
Health Services and Manpower De
velopment since 1973. As a result of 
the "Beersheva Experiment," the 
reorientation of medical education 
in the other three medical schools 
in the country is making some pro
gress. Internationally, Beersheva 
has had an impact on some new 
medical schools in Egypt, Spain, 
Sweden and the United States. 

Our experiences at Beersheva 
have taught us that leadership in 
health may include inspiration ; cre
ativity; vision linked with the abil
ity to carry things out ; a spirit of 
struggle for right ideas ; a rational 
determination and rational flexi
bility ; the ability to distinguish 
between important and secondary, 
and thus to set priorities; a sensi
tivity to time and people; integrity 
and truthfulness ; respect for people 
and confidence in their intentions ; 
delegating power and responsibil
ities; patience for long-term plan
ning and action ("don't push too 
hard") ; the art of survival ; know-
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ing how to deal with subordinates , 
bosses and union activists ; a feeling 
of mission and concern for human 
well-being; charisma (it helps a 
lot); a capacity for absorbing, lis
tening and learning from situations 
and people ; an ability to qualify 
people and attract the right ones as 
your eo-workers; skills in strategies 
and tactics as well as audacity and 
courage while taking controlled 
risks. 

At the first World Medical Edu
cation Conference in London in 
1952, a session was dedicated to 
student admission and selection. 
Speaker after speaker went up to 
the. rostrum and cited the required 
qualities for admission into medical 
school: intelligence, scientific 
achievements, compassion, good 
behaviour and so forth. The chair
man of the session was the late 
Dr Samson Wright, Professor of 
Physiology at the Middlesex Hospi
tal in London. He summed the 
whole thing up by looking at the 
panel, first to the left, then to the 
right, and he said: "My dear 
friends, finally let's not forget that 
they are only us when young." • 
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